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I

INTRODUCTION

Since 1975, the earned income tax credit (EITC) has transformed from a small, obscure provision of the federal tax code into one of the largest programs in the U.S. social-welfare system. Today, the EITC stands as the largest cash-transfer program for low-income workers with children, providing $47 billion in benefits each year to 24 million families.1

Politicians, advocates, and scholars have praised the EITC. President Bill Clinton famously called the EITC "a cornerstone of our effort to reform the welfare system and make work pay."3 Steve Holt of the Brookings Institution (among others) argues that the EITC "has proved remarkably successful in reducing poverty . . . , [lifting] more children out of poverty than any other social program or category of programs."3 And, as often noted, support for the EITC spans the political spectrum.4

Among its other attributes, the EITC is a political winner, as well: Congress has legislated major increases in funding while spending on other cash transfers has remained flat. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the growth of the EITC as a percentage of GDP since 1975, alongside declines in federal spending on unemployment insurance and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF).
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Figure 1: Federal Social-Welfare Spending as a Percentage of GDP, 1975–2009

Figure 2: Federal Spending on the EITC, AFDC/TANF, and Food Assistance as a Percentage of GDP, 1975–2009
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The political history of the EITC—the story of how the credit came to occupy its current position in the U.S. social-welfare state—has been ably told by others. In this article, I offer an evaluation of the significance of the credit and, in a historical spirit, hark back to an earlier, critical perspective on the EITC—a perspective rarely heard in recent years. The EITC arose from the ashes of the negative income tax in the mid-1970s. From its earliest days, the EITC prospered politically because it appeared to promote and reward paid work—helping answer the charge that a negative income tax would support the idle. Still, remaining supporters of the negative income tax sounded a cautionary note: they worried that the EITC did too little to address poverty, unemployment, and eroding wages.

Here, I argue that these concerns remain apt, despite the expansion of the EITC and oft-repeated praise for its importance as an antipoverty program. My thesis is that the EITC—in anything like its present form—does not, and cannot, “make work pay,” because it operates in a legal context that creates deep disadvantage for low-wage workers and their children.

Like any good political slogan, “making work pay” is ambiguous: it has multiple meanings that appeal to different constituencies. Here, I interpret the phrase in its distributive sense; I assume that the goal is to make a meaningful improvement in the wellbeing of low-income families and workers. Still, the phrase defies precise definition: “making work pay” might connote only an effort to improve incentives, that is, to induce individuals to work, whether or not their wellbeing improves by much. The same normative ambiguity pervaded the last decade’s welfare reforms in the United States: some believed that work could improve the wellbeing of low-income families, while others supported work as a moral matter or as a means of reducing the welfare rolls. Obviously, if one takes the view that formal employment is the primary goal of the EITC program, and family wellbeing is irrelevant, the analysis here will be of no interest. Similarly, if one understands the EITC as aiming at nothing more than a reduction in the marginal and average tax rates facing low-income families, then its failure to make work pay (in the distributive sense) will not be troubling.

The analysis here highlights three features of U.S. law that constrain the effectiveness of the EITC in improving the wellbeing of low-income workers and their children: labor and employment laws that structure markets that produce low wages and harsh working conditions, laws that condition access to primary goods on market earnings, and a social safety net with gaps through

which low-income workers often fall. In comparison to other developed countries, the United States is exceptional in its laissez-faire markets and minimal social insurance regime.

Along the way, I highlight—and challenge—two assumptions that underlie conventional praise for the EITC. First, analysts often adopt the official poverty line as the metric for success in “making work pay,” despite its inadequacy as a measure of economic distress and social exclusion. Adopting a more realistic version of the poverty line reveals how little the EITC accomplishes—or, put another way, how ambitious a program would have to be to make work pay.

Second, discussions of the EITC typically focus on the situation of workers while they hold jobs, ignoring the frequent spells of job disruption due to unemployment, disability, and family needs that are common among low-wage workers. This limited perspective may be appropriate for technocratic discussions of EITC program design, because the EITC, like any wage or earnings subsidy, is designed only to assist the employed. It is, thus, a shortcoming of wage subsidies in general, and not the EITC in particular, that gaps in the social safety net leave low-income workers vulnerable to involuntary work disruption. But the contours of complementary programs should inform claims about the success of the EITC in “making work pay”—that is, in assuring a decent standard of living to those willing to work, even if (like many low-income workers) they do not succeed in working full-time, year-round.

My focus here is not on the design of the EITC program. A large literature examines the structure of the EITC and proposes a reform to improve work incentives and compliance. This article does not contribute to that project. Nor is my claim, here, that the EITC improperly limits social assistance to those devoting their time to paid employment (although I have raised that point in other work). Instead, I accept, arguendo, the ideal of lifting willing workers out of poverty—in order to explore whether the EITC does so.

Progressive praise for the EITC may reflect the political assumption that a modest wage subsidy is the best that U.S. politics can produce for low-wage workers. The ongoing debate over health-care reform stands as a reminder of...
how difficult it can be for U.S. political institutions to enact redistributive measures. But it seems to me important to make political assumptions explicit in our discussions and to understand that the EITC is part and parcel of the harsh and meager U.S. welfare state. It pays a wage subsidy that is too small to lift workers to a decent living standard, and it conditions payments on continuous employment—an aspiration that is unrealistic for many in the low-wage workforce. Despite political rhetoric, the EITC does not—and, given its legal context, cannot—“make work pay” in a meaningful sense.

To provide empirical support for my analysis, I make extensive use of data from secondary sources. Although I believe the presentation is useful, it is constrained by data availability and the choices of the original researchers. The result is a heterogeneous presentation. For example, at some points I present data for low-income workers and at other points for low-wage workers, even though the two groups are different (many low-wage workers do not come from low-income families). Similarly, I use data for families and children, and at times I make use of data using the official poverty level (or versions of it), even though one of my central points is the deep inadequacy of that measure.

II
WHAT WOULD IT MEAN TO MAKE WORK PAY?

Among the EITC’s accomplishments, advocates say, are major reductions in poverty: according to the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, for example, “the EITC lifts more children out of poverty than any other single program or category of programs.” But such statements typically adopt the official U.S. poverty level as their benchmark, even though its shortcomings as a measure of social inclusion and economic wellbeing are well known. According to more appealing and realistic measures of poverty, the EITC has a small effect.

To see why, begin with the normative question: What should poverty mean?

A. Absolute and Relative Poverty Standards

A key distinction is whether poverty should be measured in absolute or relative terms. Absolute poverty standards, in principle, define a standard of living (below which one is poor) that remains unchanging for all time. Taken to its limits, this construct would imply that the standard of living considered adequate in the Paleolithic era should be sufficient today. But virtually no one has suggested that the poverty level today requires only a twice-weekly meal of roasted squirrel, access to creek water, and a bed of leaves in the corner of a cave, even though human life could be sustained for some time under such conditions.
Instead, advocates of absolute poverty thresholds typically adopt a shorter time frame. Nicholas Eberstadt, for example, points out that in 2001, only 27% of Americans had no natural teeth, down from 47% in the early 1970s. Less outlandishly, Eberstadt also points out the gains in welfare from technological progress. For instance, in 2001, 95% of poor households had a telephone, up from only 70% in 1970. Over that same period, the percentage of poor households lacking plumbing dropped from 17.5% to 2.5%.

Eberstadt's position highlights the normative issue: an absolute poverty measure abstracts from the social experience and social meaning of poverty. Lacking a telephone in 1970 had a different social meaning than it does today, when lacking a cell phone with texting capability might better demarcate social deprivation—or not, depending upon whether the person in question is eighteen or seventy, since the social importance of texting varies by age group. The social meaning of toothlessness today depends on the availability of dentures and cosmetic dentistry; without these corrective measures, the toothless person might be excluded from many social venues, while with them, the person might suffer no detrimental impact on her life at all.

Imagine a family of four in 2009, living in a dry tent in Central Park, drinking clean water purchased at a store, each consuming a loaf of whole-grain bread per day, and each owning one full set of modern clothes. This family might have been well-off by medieval European standards (Clean water! Comfortable synthetic fibers!), but would be terribly poor by modern American standards. The members of such a family would be minimally comfortable (in a physical sense) but would be excluded from many social interactions.

Lee Rainwater and Timothy Smeeding put the point this way: "Without a requisite level of goods and services, individuals cannot act and participate as full members of their society, and it is this participation in social activities that confers utility, not consumption [by itself]." With Amartya Sen, they endorse the idea that community standards and conventions must be foundational to any measure of poverty.

Stepping back, we can see that any interpretation of "making work pay" rests on two critical normative moves. First is the nature of the poverty threshold. A low or absolute standard for poverty would make it easy for the
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EITC and other programs to succeed, while a high or relative standard would raise the bar. Here, I adopt a relative measure, construing “making work pay” as aiming to provide working-age adults and their children with a decent, minimum standard of living, judged by prevailing social standards. This is not the only possible standard, as I have suggested, and I have by no means made a full normative argument to support the choice. But it is a plausible interpretation and may be what people believe they are being told when it is announced that the EITC lifts millions out of poverty.

A second interpretive choice with normative content is whether “making work pay” implies a commitment of social assistance to adults willing but unable to work. Construed narrowly, “making work pay” might exclude such people: no work, no pay. But that interpretation would make harsh distinctions among individuals based on a circumstance beyond their control. A willing worker holding a job would receive social assistance, while a willing worker unemployed through no fault of her own would receive nothing.

Here, I treat “making work pay” as including the willing-but-unable worker. The implied ideal is something like the norm of reciprocity others have described: when individuals contribute work to the extent they are able, society responds by ensuring that they can live at a minimally decent standard. Once again, the political slogan admits of multiple interpretations. But without making a full normative argument, it seems to me that the inclusion of willing-but-unable workers will strike many people as normatively appealing. All work carries the risk of unemployment; all workers bear the risk of illness, disability, and accident; and children bear the risk of having a parent out of work, all without any fault on the part of the individual.

Thus, to “make work pay” according to the standards adopted here, the EITC must provide a decent minimum standard of living for all members of the family and must provide (either directly or by coordination with other social-welfare programs) for the continuation of that standard when adults’ work is disrupted due to involuntary unemployment.

With these refinements, we can turn to the empirical question: Does the EITC, together with other social-welfare programs, guarantee a decent minimum standard of living to willing workers and their children?

B. The Shortcomings of the Official Poverty Measure

Most discussions of the EITC answer that question—or something like it—by reference to the official U.S. poverty line, but as many scholars have pointed out, the official statistics incorporate an unreasonably low standard of living, meaning that they treat as “poor” only those families in extreme distress.

22. I assume that “making work pay” does imply that work for pay is properly the condition for the decent minimum. See supra text accompanying note 12.

Today's official poverty statistics adopt a low poverty threshold, but the nature of the measure is hidden by its methodology and its aura of "official" quality.

In the early 1960s, Mollie Orshansky, a government economist, sought to measure poverty in the United States using data on hand. Studies had established that, at the time, most families spent about one-third of their income on food. And the Agriculture Department published the cost of a diet that would meet basic nutritional needs at the lowest cost. Cleverly, Orshansky put these two items together: she created poverty thresholds for families equal to three times the cost of the basic food plan for each family size.24

Incredibly, the official poverty figures today are based on Orshansky’s original measures, updated for inflation.25 The official statistics do not reflect today’s food costs or other budget needs; nor do they reflect the cost of a modern market basket of consumer items. They are literally Orshansky’s back-of-the-envelope calculations, updated for inflation.

These facts are well known to experts, who have offered sustained criticism of the official poverty measure.26 Because the official measure has not been updated to reflect current needs, it has failed to keep up with the rising standard of living in the United States. For example, in the 1960s, the official poverty threshold was about half the median income. By 2000, it had dropped to 28% of the median income.27

But any measure of poverty based on income still remains at some distance from the real question: at what level of income can people gain access to the goods and services they need to participate in social life?

The official poverty line brings little information to bear on that question. In recent years, even families living at twice the official poverty line have faced significant hardships. For instance, a 2001 study using 1996 data found that 31% of families living below the official poverty line experienced critical hardships (defined as failures to meet basic needs), while 58% experienced serious hardships (defined as lacking the “goods, services, and financial ability to maintain employment and a healthy home environment”). (See Figure 3.) Hardships were also strikingly high among families living below 200% of the poverty threshold, however, with 19% experiencing critical hardships and 42% encountering serious hardships.28

24. See Mollie Orshansky, Children of the Poor, 26 SOC. SEC. BULL. 3 (1963); Mollie Orshansky, Counting the Poor: Another Look at the Poverty Profile, 28 SOC. SEC. BULL. 3 (1965).
27. HANDLER & HASENFELD, supra note 4, at 20.
28. Id.; see also JARED BERNSTEIN ET AL., ECON. POLICY INST., HARDSHIPS IN AMERICA (2001), http://www.epi.org/publications/entry/books_hardships (finding high rates of critical and serious hardship among families living under 200% of the poverty line).
Along similar lines, research has established that low-income families continue to experience food and housing insecurity even with high levels of work effort. Low-income, high-work families have higher incomes and experience less food and housing insecurity than their low-work counterparts. Still, nearly 30% of even the high-work families report food and housing insecurity.30

As a rough cut at a more realistic poverty measure, consider Figure 4, which shows poverty rates for families and children at 100% and 200% of the poverty line.31 The poverty threshold for a family of three in 2007 was $16,530,32 while median family income was $62,359.33 Half of median family income, which many researchers (including Rainwater and Smeeding) adopt as a relative measure of poverty,34 would be about $31,000, or roughly twice the poverty line. Figure 4

29. HEATHER BOUSHEY & BETHNEY GUNDERSEN, WHEN WORK JUST ISN’T ENOUGH: MEASURING HARDSHIPS FACED BY FAMILIES AFTER MOVING FROM WELFARE TO WORK (Econ. Policy Inst. 2001), http://epi.3cdn.net/1e8ed164a4f6790a04_gpm6bxuig.pdf.


34. Median income, of course, varies from year to year as incomes rise or fall in the society as a whole. Half of median income rises and falls with the median, and hence, it constitutes a “relative” measure of poverty.
shows that adopting the 200% of poverty measure more than doubles the poverty rate among children from 17.6% to 38.7%.

Figure 4: Families and Children in Poverty, 2007

To be sure, the official poverty threshold is also flawed in ways that tend to overstate poverty. For instance, the official measure uses money income before taxes, thus understating income and overstating poverty for recipients of the EITC and in-kind transfer payments. In 2007, for instance, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that 17.0% of children were poor if measured using the official income definition, but only 12.8% were poor if measured using disposable income, which adds back the EITC, food stamps, and certain other transfer payments.

Even so, the official statistics likely understate poverty on net because the official measure remains an absolute threshold set in the early 1960s and thus disregards improvements in incomes and living standards (above the rate of inflation) since then. Rainwater and Smeeding, for instance, adopt both an expanded income measure and an explicitly relative measure of poverty—half


38. See also ICELAND, supra note 14, at 35 (fig.3.2) (comparing poverty rates based on different poverty measures, including the official poverty line and a relative measure of half median income).
the median income in each country. According to their data, drawn from the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS), the United States has relatively high rates of child poverty. Figure 5 illustrates that, among the “mostly high-income countries” included in the LIS, the United States has a notably high rate of child poverty. Along with Russia and Mexico, the United States falls among the three countries with the highest rates of child poverty—more than 20%.

Figure 5: Child Poverty in Fifteen Countries, 1997

Importantly, the Rainwater and Smeeding estimates also address the possible objection that high rates of child poverty in America are a function of demographics—that U.S. children are poorer because their parents are younger or because more of them live in single-parent families. They conclude that the effects of demographic variables like these, on cross-national poverty measurement, are “very small.” Instead, they attribute the higher rate of child poverty in the United States to legal institutions, including labor markets and social-welfare provisions. When they conduct the experiment of simulating other countries’ poverty rates with U.S.-type institutions, they find a “powerful effect”: simulated child-poverty rates average three times the actual rates in those countries.

39. RAINWATER & SMEEDING, supra note 20, at 18–19, 21 (fig.1.1). Their measure includes cash and near-cash benefits but excludes in-kind transfers such as health insurance and publicly provided child care. Id. at 18. This omission probably tends to overstate the wellbeing of children in the United States relative to those in countries, such as the Scandinavian countries, which provide generous noncash benefits.
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Put another way, both pre- and post-transfer poverty in the United States are high by international standards—and so is the poverty gap (the distance between actual family incomes and the poverty level). Among children in single-mother families, the situation is especially dire: 64% are poor before transfers, and more than 50% remain poor (by the Rainwater and Smeeding measure) after transfers.

Even by the official poverty measure, the EITC has a small effect on poverty. The EITC is not included in the official poverty measure because the Census Bureau does not include the effect of taxes on income (whether positive or negative). But if the EITC were included, poverty would be reduced only modestly. Figure 6 shows that the 2004 official poverty figure is 12% higher without the EITC than if it were included in the income base.

To be sure, the EITC alters the official poverty status of nearly a million families and about three-and-one-half million people. Still, this is a strikingly modest achievement for a program that, advocates say, “lifts more children out of poverty than any other single program or category of programs.”
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Measured by a more realistic benchmark (200% of the official line), poverty is only 2% higher without the EITC than with it, as Figure 6 shows. This effect may be deliberate. Analysts note that the EITC concentrates assistance near the official poverty line, and it hardly seems accidental that the program's parameters produce the largest political bang for the buck: the program maximizes the perception of helping the poor, without helping many families achieve a level of wellbeing that ensures social participation. Clearly, then, the EITC does not reduce poverty significantly, despite advocates' claims.

III
WHAT WOULD IT TAKE TO MAKE WORK PAY?

Three features of U.S. law create and perpetuate disadvantage for low-income workers and their children. Taken together, these legal structures constrain the capacity of the EITC—or any earnings or wage subsidy—to assist even those willing to work.

Put another way, the EITC operates within existing labor markets, within existing rules for the distribution of primary goods, and within the existing social-welfare system. The EITC does not address the conditions that lead to extremely low wages and frequent unemployment among low-income workers. Nor does it alter the market pricing of goods like health care, housing, and child care. Nor does it fill gaps in the social safety net through which low-income workers tumble.

A. Labor Markets and Low-Wage Work

The EITC aims to improve families' well-being by supplementing low wages. But the laws that shape U.S. labor markets tolerate deep disadvantage for low-income workers and their children—a situation that sets the bar very high for any program with the ambition of "making work pay."

Since the enactment of the EITC in 1975, four features of U.S. labor markets that create poverty have persisted or deepened. First, already low wages have declined and working conditions have remained exceptionally poor. Second, unemployment has remained high for low-wage workers. Third, an increasing percentage of children live with single mothers, whose market earnings are especially low. And fourth, many low-wage jobs have poor working conditions, which make it difficult for workers to meet family responsibilities—and make job turnover and job disruption more likely. Taken together, these features of U.S. labor markets produce a degree of disadvantage for low-income families that is high by international standards.

Begin with wages. Since 1975, real wages have increased only modestly or have fallen for low-skilled men, and wage levels remain low for less-educated

50. Meyer, supra note 47.
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women as well. In 2001 dollars, for instance, wages at the tenth percentile went from $6.30 to $6.69 from 1973 to 2001. At the twentieth percentile, wages went from $7.61 to $8.07. Over the same period, actual earnings have declined for less-educated workers. (See Figure 7.)

**Figure 7: Earnings Trends by Educational Attainment, 1975–2007**

Thanks to recent legislation, the minimum wage has returned to approximately the same level (relative to the average wage) as in 1975. But, as Figure 8 shows, even the new $7.25 minimum wage remains too low to support a family of three at the 2008 official poverty line, even assuming full-time, full-year work (2000 hours). At a more realistic 1500 hours of work per year, the minimum wage just manages to support a single, childless person at the poverty level. And at a more realistic 200% of the poverty line, even a full-time, minimum-wage job is short of the poverty level for any size household.
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The sobering fact is that the EITC does not close the gap between poverty and minimum-wage work. Figure 9 shows the gap between minimum-wage earnings and the poverty threshold.

Figure 9: The Gap Between Minimum-Wage Earnings and Poverty Thresholds, 2008 (assuming 2000 hours of work and a minimum wage of $7.25)


57. Author's calculations based on U.S. Census Bureau data. Id.
Even the maximum EITC of $5028 does not close the gap between minimum-wage work and 200% of poverty for any size household, even for full-time, full-year work. For less-than-full-time work, the gap is even higher. And the EITC provides maximum benefits for only those workers earning in the $9,000 to $16,000 range; the actual credit for families with higher incomes is smaller.\(^{59}\)

Compounding their disadvantage, low-wage workers face persistently high rates of unemployment. As Figure 10 demonstrates, even before the current depression, low-wage workers (identified, in these data, as those earning less than $8.97 in 2003, roughly the bottom quarter of the wage distribution)\(^{60}\) reported high rates of unemployment—and rates significantly higher than those for all other workers. And unemployment is correlated with poverty: in 2008, for instance, the population under the poverty level had a 23% unemployment rate.\(^{61}\)

**Figure 10: Unemployment Rates by Wage Level, 1992-2003\(^{62}\)**
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A third source of disadvantage reflects a combination of labor-market conditions and demography. Since 1975, the proportion of children living in single-mother families has increased in both the poor and nonpoor populations, as Figure 11 shows.

**Figure 11: Poverty and Female-Headed Families, 1975–2007**

By 2005, nearly 30% of U.S. children lived with just one parent, and the vast majority of those were mothers. Women continue to earn lower wages than men, on average, and one-worker families earn less than two-worker families. In 2007, for example, men with earnings earned an average of $45,113, while women with earnings earned $35,102 on average.

The consequence is that single-mother families tend to be quite poor. Single-mother families' median income in 2007 was $33,370, compared to $62,359 for all families and $72,785 for two-parent families. Poverty (according to the official measure) has declined among single-mother families in the last decade, as Figure 12 shows. Still, poverty rates remain high: in 2007, the (official) poverty rate for single-mother families was 28.3%, compared to 4.9% for married-couple families.

---
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Though other industrialized countries have experienced similar trends in the growth in single-mother families, poverty for these families is comparatively deep in the United States. In a sample of fifteen countries, Rainwater and Smeeding find that (taking into account transfers and measuring poverty at half the median income) children in single-mother families in the United States are poor at a high rate (52%). And, at 30%, extreme child poverty in the United States is higher than in any other country in the sample. In Germany, for example, single mothers are also quite poor (48%), but only 18% are extremely poor.

Finally, in addition to low wages and unemployment, low-income workers also face irregular and unpredictable hours of work, frequent unemployment, and inflexible working conditions with little or no room for workers' illness, children's routine needs, or episodes of disability. As Figure 13 illustrates, low-wage, part-time, and service-sector jobs all are less likely to offer workers access to employer-provided health insurance, pension savings, and paid vacation. In the mid-1990s, 76% of workers in the lowest income quartile lacked paid sick leave, while 58% lacked paid vacation time, and 54% had neither sick time nor vacation time. As a consequence, illness, disability, and sick children can mean unemployment or forced time off without pay. In principle, the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) guarantees unpaid medical leave to all workers,
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but restrictions on coverage mean that only 58% of workers had FMLA rights as of 2000.\textsuperscript{72}

**Figure 13: Employee Benefits: Access and Participation, 2008\textsuperscript{73}**

![Employee Benefits Chart]

Job characteristics and personal needs combine to create a higher rate of work disruption for low-wage workers. Low-wage workers are concentrated in low-status service jobs with high turnover and involuntary change in hours and shifts. Schedule changes and personal needs can cause disproportionate stress for workers living at the economic margins, who have few financial and social resources on which to rely to remain in work when the boss assigns the night shift, transportation breaks down, or a babysitter fails to show up.\textsuperscript{74}

Viewed in comparative perspective, U.S. labor markets have several exceptional legal features. The minimum wage is low, and wages for the vast majority of workers are set in the marketplace and without collective bargaining.\textsuperscript{75} Further, job mobility is high, and at-will employment means job

---


\textsuperscript{74} See infra, text accompanying note 78, for data on low levels of precautionary savings among low-income families.

\textsuperscript{75} In other countries, collective bargaining institutions are more extensive, even when formal unionization is low. Richard B. Freeman & Casey Ichniowski, Introduction: The Public Sector Look of American Unionism, in WHEN PUBLIC SECTOR WORKERS UNIONIZE 7-17 (Richard B. Freeman & Casey Ichniowski eds., Nat'l Bureau of Econ. Research 1988).
security is low by international standards. These features of the labor market contribute significantly to the high rate of child poverty in the United States.

The EITC has a limited effect, to put it mildly, on the labor-market situation of low-wage workers. The program does address one source of disadvantage by raising earnings for low-income workers, including single mothers. But, as we have seen, the subsidy is not enough to raise one-worker families (and many two-worker families) to a realistic version of the poverty level. Further, the program cannot assist the unemployed—except to the extent that workers save their wages while working to cushion periods of unemployment. Data suggest, not surprisingly, that financial savings among low-income families are low to nonexistent. In 2004, for instance, nearly 30% of U.S. families had zero or negative financial net worth (that is, net worth excluding home equity). And, of course, the EITC is not structured to make direct improvements in working conditions.

B. Market Distribution of Primary Goods

A second barrier to “making work pay” lies in the use of markets to distribute a wide array of primary goods like health care, housing, child care, and education. The United States, compared to other developed countries, relies heavily on laissez-faire markets, and its laws provide relatively little assistance to low-income families via public or employer subsidies.

For example, most working-age adults must purchase health care for themselves and their children in the marketplace. While the President and Congress are currently considering proposals to expand public subsidies for health insurance, today the largest public subsidy for those of working age is the tax expenditure for employer-provided health insurance. Although this program costs the federal government roughly $120 billion per year, the subsidy operates by reducing taxable income and so does not benefit low-income workers, whose incomes generally are too low for them to owe federal income tax.

Some low-income workers have access to employer subsidies, but low-income workers are less likely to have access to employer-provided health care than other workers. The State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) and Medicaid assist many low-income children, but coverage is not universal. In 2007, 70% of poor children (by the official measure) were covered by government health insurance, primarily Medicaid. (See Figure 14.) Still, in the
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80. For a description of health care and poverty, see HANDLER & HASENFELD, supra note 4, at 116–28.
same year, 31% of poor people (by the official measure) and 18% of poor children lacked health insurance.\footnote{81}

**Figure 14: Health Insurance Coverage, 2007\footnote{82}**

Low-income families also must buy housing and food in the marketplace, and a significant minority of households experience housing and food insecurity. A 2005 report by the Urban Institute, for example, found that “[o]ver one-quarter of low-income families with a full-time worker experience hardships related to food and housing.” \footnote{83} In 2003, as Figure 15 illustrates, 12% of all families spent more than half their income on housing, while another 17% spent between 30% and 50% of their income on housing.

\footnote{81. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE STATUS (INCOME-TO-POVERTY RATIO IS BELOW 100%) tbl.HI03 (2008), http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/ macro/032008/health/h03_001.htm.}

\footnote{82. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE STATUS tbl.HI02 (2008), http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/macro/032008/health/h02_001.htm; U.S.CENSUS BUREAU, HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE STATUS (INCOME-TO-POVERTY RATIO IS BELOW 100%) tbl.HI03 (2008), http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/macro/032008/health/h03_001.htm; U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE STATUS (INCOME-TO-POVERTY RATIO IS BETWEEN 100 AND 125%) tbl.HI04 (2008), http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/macro/032008/health/h04_001.htm.}

Figure 15: Measures of Housing Need, 2003

The U.S. Department of Agriculture reports that, in 2007, 11% of U.S. households experienced food insecurity, meaning “limited or uncertain availability of nutritionally adequate and safe foods or limited or uncertain ability to acquire acceptable foods in socially acceptable ways.”

The federal government spends roughly $40 to 50 billion annually on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (formerly known as Food Stamps), but benefits are concentrated on very poor families. Though the program reduces the poverty gap, it does little to reduce poverty, even by the official measure. In 2000, for instance, including the value of Food Stamps in
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88. For data on the distribution of Food Stamp benefits, see KENNETH FINEGOLD, FOOD STAMPS, FEDERALISM, AND WORKING FAMILIES 2 (Urban Inst. 2008), available at http://www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/411752_food_stamps.pdf. The SNAP program limits benefits to families living below 130% of the official poverty line who also meet other elements of a means test, as explained at http://www.fns.usda.gov/fsp/applicant_recipients/eligibility.htm#income.
measured income would have reduced the official measure of child poverty by only 4% (from 16% to 15.4%).

Expenses for child care are especially high relative to wage levels in the United States. In 1997, low-income families who purchased child care spent about 16% of their incomes to do so; 27% of these low-earning families spent more than 20% of their incomes on child care. Though federal and state governments subsidize child care through the Child Care and Development Fund, that fund serves “only about 14% of federally eligible children.” The federal government spends $3.1 billion per year on the dependent-care tax credit, but because the credit is nonrefundable, it provides few dollars to low-income workers. Few low-income workers have access to employer subsidies for childcare; in 2006, for instance, 15% of private-sector workers—but only 9% of those earning under $15 per hour—had access to employer-sponsored childcare assistance.

Public education would appear to be an exception to the market distribution of primary goods: after all, every child in the United States is entitled to a free public education. But the law permits the quality of public education to vary across school districts, and it permits localities to use neighborhood residence as the criterion for school access. The result is that school quality often correlates positively with housing prices, as middle-class families seek to buy or rent houses in neighborhoods with better schools, driving up the price of housing in the process. Thus, the law distributes a minimum level of education outside the market. But a “good” or even “adequate” level of education depends on market purchases of housing.

This legal context helps explain why the EITC does relatively little to alleviate poverty—and illustrates the challenges facing any serious effort to do so. The depth of income poverty depends on what that income must buy: in a
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country in which many goods and services are available at subsidized prices or outside the market entirely, a given level of income stretches farther than in a country—like the United States—in which working-age families and children must buy primary goods out of their income. Possessing half the median (cash) income, for instance, means something quite different to a family with access to subsidized child care, food, and housing than to one without. Any effort to "make work pay" in the United States must take into account the extensive—and expensive—array of primary goods that must be purchased out of earnings.

C. Job Disruptions and Gaps in the U.S. Social Safety Net

Gaps in the U.S. welfare system pose another challenge for any attempt to make work pay by ensuring U.S. workers a minimally decent living standard. The EITC supplements incomes while workers hold jobs, but low-income workers are more likely than their higher-income counterparts to experience involuntary job disruptions due to unemployment and disability.96

In principle, U.S. welfare- and social-insurance programs protect workers against unemployment and disability, but these formal entitlements contain hidden conditions and rules that disproportionately exclude low-income workers. Ironically, low-income workers are most likely to suffer unemployment and disability—and least likely to receive public subsidies and benefits, despite the devastating consequences of job disruption for economically marginal families. Comparative data reveal that the United States, relative to other developed countries, has a welfare state that does exceptionally little to mitigate poverty among families with children.

Begin with unemployment. The major federal-state program that addresses involuntary unemployment is unemployment insurance (UI). Despite annual expenditures of more than $40 billion97 the program offers little aid to low-income workers, even though low-income workers are more likely than other groups to experience unemployment.

In 2006, for example, 15% of low-income families with children had an unemployed parent at some time during the year, compared to 10% of moderate-income families with children and 6% of similar higher-income families.98 Figure 10 illustrates the stability of the relationship over time: unemployment rates for low-wage workers persist at roughly five percentage points higher than for higher-wage workers, even before the current economic crisis.

A Government Accountability Office (GAO) study documented both the disproportionate unemployment of low-wage workers (defined in that study as an hourly wage of less than $8.97, which would support a family of four at the
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official poverty line). The GAO found that low-wage workers were “almost two-and-one-half times as likely to be out of work . . . [but] half as likely to receive UI benefits.” In 2003, low-wage workers reported a 9.3% unemployment rate, compared to 4.2% for higher-wage workers. But in that same year, only 13.6% of low-wage workers received UI, compared to 37.1% of higher-wage workers.

The GAO found that the pattern—higher unemployment and lower UI receipt—persisted even among those who worked at least thirty-five weeks in the year preceding unemployment; among that group, 30% of low-wage workers but 55% of higher-wage workers received UI benefits.

What explains the differential coverage of lower- and higher-wage workers? The problem is that the rules of the UI system fit better with middle-income than low-income patterns of employment. Low wage rates make it more difficult for low-wage workers to meet earnings thresholds for coverage. Limited work history and intermittent work can also disqualify workers: for instance, a worker who has worked full-time recently will find that her most recent work history is ignored, and benefits are based on past work.

Common features of low-wage work—high turnover and exit due to family circumstances—may contribute to ineligibility in the UI system. Low-income workers are more likely to be new entrants or reentrants to the labor market. They may try and reject several jobs before finding a good fit. They also have fewer prospects for career advancement and so “have less to lose” if they leave a job to look for another. Low-income workers are also less likely to have flexible schedules and paid leave and so are “more likely to leave or lose jobs because of illness or family emergencies. Recent data indicate that a higher percentage of [low-income] women are job leavers and approximately one-third of job leavers are out of work for 15 weeks or more.” Under typical UI rules, a worker who leaves her job due to a child’s illness, child-care disruptions, or other family emergencies is ineligible for benefits.

Disability also affects low-income workers at higher rates than higher-income workers, but disability insurance in the United States provides assistance for only the most severe and long-lasting disability. The result is that
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a significant number of low-income workers willing to work face health limitations but have no access to Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) or Supplemental Security Insurance (SSI).

Researchers report that poor health is disproportionately common among low-income individuals. In 2001, for example, 24% of adults with incomes below 200% of the poverty level reported a work limitation related to health. Such limitations were almost three times as prevalent in the low-income population as in the population as a whole, as Figure 16 demonstrates.

**Figure 16: Health-Related Work Limitations Among Adults, 2001**
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Not surprisingly, people reporting such limitations had a markedly lower rate of employment than people without them.109

The Social Security system provides benefits for workers suffering work-related disability. In December 2008, SSDI paid an average monthly benefit of about $1,000 to 7.5 million disabled workers.110 But SSDI eligibility conditions exclude many low-income (and indeed higher-income) workers with disabilities. Claimants must meet work-history requirements and must suffer a disability that prevents virtually any kind of work. The disability must be expected to last
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for at least a year (or result in death). And even those claimants who qualify for benefits must support themselves for a lag period of six months.\footnote{See SO\textsc{c. Sec. Admin.}, supra note 110.}

The SSI program assists very low-income individuals with disabilities. But, like SSDI, the program provides benefits based on a strict definition of disability, and, in addition, the program's income and assets requirements limit assistance to people living on very low incomes (generally those below the official poverty line).\footnote{See COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, supra note 103, at 3-4 to 3-6.}

Figure 17 provides data on employment and program participation by low-income adults suffering a self-reported work limitation in 2001.

\textbf{Figure 17: Employment and Program Participation Among Adults Reporting a Health-Related Work Limitation, 2001\textsuperscript{113}}
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Among adults with a work limitation who are living at or below 200\% of the official poverty level, only 28.3\% were employed in 2001. Only about 35\% collected either SSI or SSDI. Fifty percent collected a cash benefit of some type, and 30 to 40\% received Medicaid and Food Stamps.

Taken together, these gaps in the U.S. safety net mean that involuntary job disruptions can leave low-income workers facing serious hardship. However blameless, workers who fall outside the legal categories of "unemployment" and "disability" must rely on Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) and state and local general assistance programs, which have both strict time limits and work and reporting rules.\footnote{WITTENBURG, supra note 108, at tbl.2.} Many workers apparently avoid
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these programs—or are ineligible. In 2007, among the 3.45 million families reporting limited or no work for one year, 46.4% had some kind of benefits including disability and TANF, meaning more than half had no benefits at all.\textsuperscript{15}

A comparative perspective confirms that the U.S. safety net for low-income workers with children is exceptionally thin by international standards. Rainwater and Smeeding note that “the U.S. pre-transfer child poverty rate is close to the rate in several other countries—Canada, Germany, Italy, France, and Norway. But... the United States moves relatively few low-income children out of poverty with transfers.”\textsuperscript{16} Means-tested programs in the United States, they note, are much smaller than in other countries that rely on income-tested benefits. “Australia, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom have aggregate income-tested benefits to [poor] children’s families that are from half again to almost three times larger than in the United States.”\textsuperscript{17}

Other studies using LIS data have confirmed that the United States’ comparative position as a high child-poverty country reflects differences in legal institutions, particularly labor-market structures and taxes and transfers.\textsuperscript{18} U.S. social-welfare institutions reduced pre-transfer child poverty (measured as 50% of median income) in 2000 by only three percentage points compared to a fifteen-percentage-point reduction in the U.K., more than ten percentage points in the Nordic countries, and more than 16 percentage points in Israel and Poland.\textsuperscript{19}

IV
CONCLUSIONS

Returning to an early theme, any interpretation of “making work pay” incorporates normative and empirical assumptions. My conclusion that the EITC does not make work pay can be stated more precisely in this way:

1. The EITC does not make a large reduction in poverty, construed as a socially decent minimum measured relative to the prevailing standard of living.
2. The EITC does not enable a minimum-wage worker to support herself and even one child at a socially decent minimum.
3. Even together with other social-welfare programs, the EITC does not ensure a decent minimum standard of living to willing workers who suffer involuntary unemployment, health limitations, or family emergencies.

By the same token, the interpretive ambiguity implies that the EITC can make work pay if one sets a sufficiently low standard. For instance, these two statements are also true:

\textsuperscript{15} LOPREST & MARTINSON, supra note 114.
\textsuperscript{16} RAINWATER & SMEEDING, supra note 20, at 131.
\textsuperscript{17} Id.
\textsuperscript{18} See Gornick & Jantti, supra note 40, at 32–33.
\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 22.
(1) The EITC makes a modest reduction in the percentage of people suffering extreme economic distress and social exclusion, as measured by the official poverty level.

(2) The EITC enables a minimum-wage worker to support herself and up to three children at a level of extreme economic and social distress, provided that the worker defies the profile of the typical low-income worker and manages to work full-time, year-round, without interruption due to unemployment, underemployment, disability, or family emergency.

Perhaps "making work pay" is little more than a political slogan—a cynical promise not intended to be taken seriously. Perhaps we should not be shocked that politicians claim to have achieved what they have not.

Even so, there is merit in the project of looking behind the political slogan and taking seriously the design of public institutions. A bona fide concern with the life options of low-income workers and their children suggests the need for fundamental reforms. Although this paper has a critical edge—its main agenda is to challenge the assertion that the EITC makes work pay—it also offers a structure for thinking about legal reform.

Reforming the official U.S. measure of poverty, for instance, could be an important step in establishing the need for measures to improve the well-being of low-income workers and their children. Such reforms would, of course, confront political barriers: politicians from all sides may resist a change that reveals the depth of poverty in the United States, and various constituencies will have different stakes in different methodological innovations.

The analysis here also suggests the importance of reforms in the laws governing labor markets, consumption opportunities, and the social safety net. A large literature addresses the merits of specific proposals, including (for example) paid family leave, expanded child-care subsidies, and reforms in unemployment insurance and disability insurance. The design of such proposals is complex, and the politics of reform equally so. Still, the aspiration to "make work pay" requires a serious engagement with the details of the law and options for reform.
